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Abstract—In this paper, we present a representation method for motion capture data by exploiting the nearly repeated characteristics

and spatiotemporal coherence in human motion. We extract similar motion clips of variable lengths or speeds across the database.

Since the coding costs between these matched clips are small, we propose the repeated motion analysis to extract the referred and

repeated clip pairs with maximum compression gains. For further utilization of motion coherence, we approximate the subspace-

projected clip motions or residuals by interpolated functions with range-aware adaptive quantization. Our experiments demonstrate

that the proposed feature-aware method is of high computational efficiency. Furthermore, it also provides substantial compression

gains with comparable reconstruction and perceptual errors.

Index Terms—Three-dimensional graphics and realism-animation, Compression (coding)-approximate methods.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

MOTION capture techniques (mocap), which estimate
subjects’ motions through marker tracking, are popu-

larly used in various applications. In entertainment industry,
the tracked motions are applied to character animation or,
further, data-driven motion synthesis. They are also applied
to gait analysis in biomechanics or clinical medicine.

Mocap data consist of a hierarchical skeletal structure
and trajectories of degrees of freedom (DOFs) of joints, e.g.,
Euler angles or 3D positions. To grasp the large variety of
human motions, we usually need to record 45-120 DOFs at
24-120 frames per second (fps). As the motion data
increases, it becomes a troublesome problem, especially in
a large database, or real-time and telepresence applications,
where the memory, bandwidth, and storages are limited.

An immediate solution is to represent the original motion
data in a compressed form. In multimedia processing, from
MPEG series to AC3, video and audio compression
techniques have been well developed for decades. However,
the characteristics of human motion are different from video
or audio ones.

First, nearly repeated motions frequently occur. For
instance, walking, running, and hand waving are typical
motions and can have variable periods. Besides, due to
biomechanical characteristics, human motion has high
temporal coherence and behavior-dependent correlations
between joints. For instance, the left hand and right leg are
highly correlated in walking.

Recently, researchers notice the rapidly growing problem.
Barbic et al. [1] proposed segmenting motion sequences
according to the accuracy variation of probabilistic principal

component analysis (PPCA). Liu and McMillan [2] then
approximated the motion segments by key-frame interpola-
tions. This segmentation is reliable for distinct behaviors,
e.g., from walking to sitting, but cannot retrieve repeated
clips, e.g., steps in walking. In seminal literature of Arikan
[3], he first fit motion DOFs with curves and then applied
PCA to extract joint correlations in short-term clips.

The goal of this paper is to efficiently represent motion
capture data and retain few reconstruction errors as well.
We propose a novel segmentation and indexing method,
called repeated motion analysis (RMA).

The RMA is inspired by “video textures” [4], where similar
frames in an image sequence were evaluated. By transiting
between these frames, endless video could be synthesized.
This concept initiated the motion transition techniques [5],
[6], [7]. Later, Kovar and Gleicher [8] extended this idea and
presented a match-web system to query similar motions for
parameterized motion blending.

On the other hand, the proposed RMA retrieve and index
nearly repeated motions of least compression costs within a
sequence or across database. Since only slight differences
need to be encoded, these repeated clips can be compressed
more compactly. While compressing clips with PCA, we
exploit adaptive curves to approximate the variations of
projected coefficients. Instead of fixed quantization, we
further make use of the variable variance characteristic in
PCA coefficients and present adaptive-bit quantization for
the subspace data.

Our experiments demonstrate that the proposed method
can achieve a high compression ratio for general motion
data with walking, running, dancing, exercising, etc. (108:1
for a data set from CMU mocap library [9]). The user
evaluation shows that even with such considerable data
compaction, the perceptual errors are also comparable to
related research.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
introduces related research, followed by an overview of the
proposed system. In Section 4, we introduce how to extract
repeated clips according to expected compression gains.
Section 5 presents the clip approximation by curves and
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quantization. Experimental results and comparisons are
presented in Section 6. The final section concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

In computer graphics, numerous researches focus on
geometry compression, e.g., the famous progressive mesh
[10]. Alexa and Muller [11] projected entire animation
sequences into a lower dimensional space by PCA for a
more compact form.

On the other hand, character animation is usually
represented by skeletal motions, which have high repetition
and joint correlations. Liu and McMillan [2] proposed a
segment-based approach to compress joint position trajec-
tories. After dividing motion data into several behavior
segments by PPCA, they applied PCA to project segmented
motion to lower subspace and fit them by cubic splines.
Their method used dynamic sampling but did not address
the repetition characteristics.

Arikan [3] proposed compressing hierarchical joint
angles through virtual markers in euclidean space. After
dividing the database into a large amount of fixed-length
clips and performing Bezier curve fitting, he then clustered
these parameterized clips into groups and performed PCA
to lower the dimensions for later entropy-based compres-
sion. User-specified high-frequency motions, like environ-
ment contacts, were compressed separately. Since he
applied PCA in terms of clustered clips instead of frames,
this approach achieved an impressive ratio on dimensional
reduction but had large storage overhead on PC axes.

In addition to general-purpose motion compression,
Chattopadhyay et al. [12] proposed an indexing method for
motion data encoding. This method is mainly for low-
resolution encoding with limited power consumption.
Tournier et al. [13] proposed using an Inverse Kinematics
(IK) approach, called Principal Geodesics Analysis (PGA) IK.
They only stored the motions of end-effectors and roots, and
PGA axes. They used optimization to reconstruct the full-
body posture for decompression. This method provides a
significant compression gain, but required considerable
computation time. Besides, it suffered the ambiguous posture
problem at nonconstrained joints as other IK-based systems.

To retrieve similar clips across motions, it is necessary to
perform segmentation before clip compression. Li et al. [14]
exploited linear dynamic systems to extract motion textons.
For high-level behaviors, Barbic et al. [1] proposed three
different segmentation techniques based on statistical
properties. In addition to large-scale motion segmentation,

research about short- to midterm periodic or cyclic
sequences has also been conducted in video processing.
Cutler and Davis [15] tracked the object of interest and
computed its self-similarity for each frame to extract the
periodic motions in 2D image sequences. Gu et al. [16]
proposed a motion indexing method. They directly sepa-
rated motions by its hierarchical skeletal structure and
chopped each partial motion sequence according to user-
specified smoothness. Motion patterns can then be retreived
by k-means clustering.

The goal of extracting motion pattern is similar to our
repeated motion analysis. Instead of separating joint
motions, we embrace the joint correlations by PCA. Besides,
the proposed RMA can extract both smooth and acute
repeated clips with variable lengths or speeds according to
the expected coding gain. The segmentation is according to
repeitition and depends less on indirect parameters, like
smoothness. Fig. 1 shows an example of our reconstructed
motion with different colors to indicate their repetition.

3 OVERVIEW

The proposed motion representation can be divided into
three phases: preprocessing, clip extraction, and clip
approximation.

After loading motion data files onto our system, we
concatenate them as a long motion sequence. Character
motions are composed of orientation and translation of the
root and skeletal postures. For better analysis on repeated
skeletal motion, the first step is to align the root orientation
and translation. When aligning raw point set data, we apply
Kovar and Gleicher’s method for y-orientation [7] or B.
Horn’s quaternion-based alignment [17]. For hierarchical
skeletal motion data, e.g., Biovision hierarchical data (BVH)
files, we simply take the orientations and translations of the
root joint.

Our analysis showed that encoding the full root motion
(Rx;Ry;Rz; Tx; Ty; Tz) sequences in PCA subspace is ineffi-
cient, where only one or even none of six principal
components can be omitted. Since most of root movements
result from locomotion, in most cases, we only align the
major y orientation and x, y, z translation (Ry; Tx; Ty; Tz). For
motions with large Rx, Rz variations, such as somersault
and breakdance, we align all the six degrees of freedom.
These root alignment data are separately fitted by Catmull-
Rom splines. The residual root and joint movements can
then be represented by the following clip approximation.

As suggested in [3], compressing joints at a euclidean
coordinate is more linear and adequate to PCA. We also
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Fig. 1. The proposed RMA extracts similar motion clips across motion database for efficient compression. The original motion is rendered in orange;
the referred motion, called primary clip, is in blue; the repeated clip is in green; the unique motion is rendered in pink.



transfer hierarchical joint angles to position space through
virtual markers. As shown in Fig. 2, the virtual marker set of
a joint in [3] is a, b, c, but the markers a, b and its child
marker a0 are collinear along the bone vector. We can use
only one additional marker c with original joint position a
and a0 to reconstruct the joint angles. These two virtual
marker configurations result in an identical PCA subspace
when we normalize the vector aa0, but using one fewer
virtual marker per joint can spare one-third of storage for
principal component axes. For joint without sufficient bone
length, we still allocate marker b.

The second phase is to extract the compression unit blocks,
called clips. As in the conceptual diagram (Fig. 3), the aligned
motion sequence is first divided into several behavior groups.
For each group, we apply frame-based PCA to lower the
dimension, e.g., from DOFs of 73 positions to 5-15 principal
components. Repeated motion analysis is then applied to
these more compact data, and it further divides a behavior
group into three types of clips. The first type is a primary clip,
including the most influential motions, and is referred by a set
of repeated clips. The second type is a repeated clip, including
motions similar to those in the referred primary clip. The third
type is a unique clip, where no repetition can be extracted.

After the PCA dimensional reduction, our motion data
become a set of time-varying projected coefficients along PC
axes. Variation of each coefficient can be regarded as a
coefficient trajectory. Hence, the third phase, clip approx-
imation, focuses on compact representation of these
trajectories by curves. Fig. 4 introduces the concept of clip
approximation.

Since the magnitude of primary and repeated motions are
different and the projected coefficient variances of PC axes
are decreasing, we propose using range-aware quantization
to further compact the data and keep comparable accuracy.
The flow charts of the proposed compression method and
corresponding decompression are presented in Fig. 5.

4 REPEATED CLIP EXTRACTION

In this section, we describe how to extract primary, repeated,
and unique clips from an aligned motion sequence. To avoid
intensive evaluation of all possible repetitions in a whole
motion sequence, we first group motion segments according
to their behaviors, as described in Section 4.1. Section 4.2
introduces how we extract possible repetitions through self-
distance plots and evaluate their effectiveness.

4.1 Behavior Segmentation and Grouping

The goal of behavior grouping is to collect motion segments
with similar behaviors across the whole motion sequence.
For instance, we would like to collect scattered dribbling
motions from a basketball playing sequence, composed of
dribbling, shooting, and passing.
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Fig. 2. Representing joint angles through virtual markers. (a) The virtual
marker set in [3]. (b) The compact virtual marker set.

Fig. 3. The conceptual diagram of clip extraction. The aligned motion
sequences are first segmented and grouped according to their behavior;
each group is then divided into primary, repeated, and unique clips. A
repeated clip can be represented by a sequence of reference indices
and motion differences to its referred primary clip.

Fig. 4. The conceptual diagram of clip compression. For each clip, its
projected PC coefficient trajectories are approximated by interpolation
functions.

Fig. 5. The flow charts of the proposed motion representation method.
(a) The encoding process. (b) The decoding process.



We employ PPCA-based motion segmentation proposed
by Barbic et al. [1] for the first step. Here, we briefly describe
the concept. Given a short initial motion segment, we estimate
its major probabilistic principal components. If the following
frames can also be precisely represented by these PCs, we can
merge them into the segment; otherwise, we make a cut and
generate a new segment. In order to avoid overfitted PCs
caused by chaotic or complex motion in the initial segment,
we perform behavior segmentation in both forward and
backward directions and unify these two cut sets.

After data segmentation, we further make use of the
estimated major PCs and mean postures as distance metrics.
Normalized-cut (Ncut) method [18] is applied to group
behavior segments according to the distance function:

SegDistði; jÞ ¼ �
XK

p¼1

��wðpÞPCi
p � PCj

p

��

þ 1� �ð Þ MPi �MPj
� �

;

ð1Þ

where PCi
p is the pth principal component (axis) of segment

i, MPi is the normalized vector of mean posture at segment
i, w(p) is a decreasing weight to enhance the effects of prior
PCs, and � ¼ 0:6, K ¼ 5 in our case.

For each group, we concatenate all its motion segments
and perform PCA for dimensional reduction. The original
motion trajectories are then projected to valid principal
components (axes) of corresponding groups. In the follow-
ing sections, grouped motion data become a set of projected
coefficient trajectories at PCA subspace.

4.2 Repeated Motion Analysis

Distance plots, based on dynamic time alignment, have
proven to be a useful tool for matching two time-varying
data. Kovar and Gleicher [7], [8] used distance plots to
extract the optimal transition point and acquired similar
motion segments between two motion sequences. While
matching a sequence with itself, we can get a self-distance
plot. Fig. 6 is an example of a running motion group. The
intensity of pixel (i, j) represents the L2-norm distance of
projected coefficients between frames i and j. The darker
intensity means that two frames are much similar. For a
periodic motion sequence, there are nearly diamond-shape

or oblique-stripe patterns in the plot. Cutler and Davis [15]
utilized this property to detect periodic motion in video, but
the motion speed and length have to be nearly regular.

4.2.1 Similar-Posture Paths

From the viewpoint of compression or data abstraction, we
prefer retrieving similar motion with variable speeds or
lengths. Instead of regular pattern retrieval, we propose
using similar-posture paths for clip extraction. The proce-
dures are as follows:

1. Suppress dissimilar pixels by thresholding.
2. Label pixels which are 1D local minima (in x or y

axes), or 2D minima (both directions).
3. Select a 2D minimum pixel; explore a minimum-cost

path toward both upper-left and lower-right direc-
tion. (For efficiency, we only explore 1D and 2D
minimum pixels)

4. Connect the explored pixels as a path.
5. Repeat Step 3 until all the labeled 2D minimum

pixels belong to a path.
6. For each path, check whether it can merge other paths

with a valid short bridge in lower-right direction.
7. Remove paths without sufficient lengths and form

similar posture path sets.

In our system, a valid bridge has no more than
300 milliseconds (ms); a path with Manhattan distance less
than 600 ms is removed. In [8], the time-aligned paths with
sharp or flat slopes were regarded as degenerate cases. On
the contrary, such paths may still provide high redundancy
for compression. Since the self-distance plot is symmetric
along the diagonal, we only evaluate the upper half and
reflect the result to the lower half. Besides, for a large group,
we can perform RMA on a lower resolution distance plot to
reduce computation. Fig. 6b shows the similar posture
paths extracted from Fig. 6a.

4.2.2 Extracting the Most Effective Repetitions

With similar posture paths, the next step is to find out the
reference clips, the so-called primary clips, and their
corresponding repeated clips for maximum compression
gains.

We take Fig. 7a as an example. An arbitrary segment
along a similar posture path represents a mapping from
the projected frame interval [pxs; pxe] to [pys; pye]. Since the
repetition numbers of an interval are determined by the
projections of similar posture paths, we project the end-
points of similar posture paths to form preliminary clip
candidates, as shown in Fig. 7b.

In Fig. 7c, if we take interval E as our primary clip, there
will be three repeated intervalsB,CþD, and FþG. If we take
intervalC as the primary clip, its repetition becomesF , partial
B, and partialE. More generally, we can also take bothC and
E as primary ones. Selection of primary and repeated pairs
significantly affects the following data compression.

Therefore, we formulate an objective cost for compressing
primary and repeated clips. The exact compression costs are
unknown at the current clipping phase. However, a sequence
with more variations needs more samples and bits for
approximation. Therefore, as the first term in (2), we define
our expected cost to record the relative variation in a primary
clip as standard deviation of the target motion interval [s, e]
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Fig. 6. The self-distance plot and corresponding similar posture paths.
This plot contains two segments of running motions from different
sequences, where there are various running speeds. (a) The self-
distance plot, where the intensity of a pixel (i,j) represents the L2 norm
distance between frames i and j; (b) the extracted similar posture paths
are represented in different colors, respectively.



multiplied by the frame number. Besides, we also have to
record the median posture compared to the initial posture, as
the second term in (2). We alleviate the extra computation
through the pixel values in the self-distance plot

PriCostðs; eÞ ¼ stdevð½Distðm; fÞ�f¼s!eÞ � ðe� sþ 1Þ
þDistðm; initÞ;

ð2Þ

where s and e are the start and endframe indices of a target
interval; m is the median frame number; init is the frame
number of initial posture; stdev is the standard deviation
function. Dist, the L2-norm of coefficient differences
between two frames i and j, can be retrieved from the
corresponding pixel (i,j) in the self-distance plot.

For a repeated clip, we would like to encode and
minimize the difference between the original and referred
postures, and the index overhead is relatively small. Hence,
a repeated clip cost becomes

RepCostðs; eÞ ¼ stdevð½DistðRefðfÞ; fÞ�f¼s!eÞ � ðe� sþ 1Þ;
ð3Þ

where Ref(f) is the reference frame of f in the primary
interval. For instance, the reference frame of pyb is Ref(pyb)
in Fig. 7d. Additional small constants can also be added to
(2) and (3), respectively, to represent the clip overheads.

Hence, our goal is to find out the best primary and
repeated clip sets that can minimize the following equation:

arg min
X

ðs;eÞ2 PriClipSet

PriCostðs; eÞ

þ
X

ðs;eÞ2RepClipSet

RepCostðs; eÞ;
ð4Þ

where PriClipSet contains all primary clip intervals and
RepClipSet contains all repeated clip intervals.

Finding the optimal solution of (4) is a combinatorial
optimization problem of extremely high complexity. As-
sume that we divide the target motion sequence into a
certain set of clips with designated lengths, respectively. If
there is no partial matching, the problem (4) can be reduced
to generalized Llyod-Max problem, proven to be NP-
complete. Moreover, finding a proper clip set, which needs
to evaluate all possible clip numbers in variable lengths, is
infeasible in polynomial time as well. To tackle this
problem, we propose using a greedy method for a feasible
and efficient solution.

We divide the problem into two parts and perform them
iteratively. The first part is to define a set of valid intervals
as clip candidates. These candidates should have sufficient
lengths for temporal coherence and explicit amounts of
repetitions. As mentioned above, during initialization, we
generate valid intervals by projecting endpoints of similar
postures, as shown in Fig. 7b. Full or partial intervals that
are later selected as primary or repeated clips will be
removed from the valid list.

Given a set of valid intervals, the second part is to find
clip pairs for maximum gains. In other words, the retrieved
repeated clips should be similar to the candidate primary
interval and the sum of repeated frame numbers should be
larger than that of the primary one. Since the similar
posture paths restrict the distance between frames of
reference pairs, once an interval becomes a primary clip,
we can obtain the largest encoding improvement by setting
all its valid repetitions as repeated clips. If only part of an
interval is assigned as a repeated clip, the residual part will
be put back to the valid interval set.

We define our repetition encoding gain of an interval as
the original coding cost divided by the improved cost:

Gainðpxs; pxeÞ ¼
Original coding cost

Improved coding cost

¼
PriCostðpxs; pxeÞ þ

P
i PriCost

�
pyis; py

i
e

�

PriCostðpxs; pxeÞ þ
P

i RepCost
�
pyis; py

i
e

�
;

ð5Þ

where PriCost (pxs; pxe) is the cost to encode frame pxs to
pxe as a primary clip; RepCost(pyis; py

i
e) is the cost to encode

the candidate repeated interval (pyis; py
i
e) as a repeated clip;

and i is the index of repeated intervals.
The procedure of our repeated motion analysis is:

1. Given similar posture path sets, project path
boundaries to the x axis.

2. Take all projected boundaries as cuts and form a
valid projected interval set.

3. Find the projected interval with the maximum gain
(5) as a primary clip and label its corresponding
unlabeled intervals as repeated clips.

4. Repeat Step 3 until there is no valid interval.
5. Set the primary intervals without repetition as

unique clips.
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Fig. 7. Similar posture paths and repeated clip extraction of a simple ballet example. (a) The similar posture paths. (b) By projecting endpoints of
similar posture paths, we can divide the sequence into seven candidate clips. (c) Candidate clips “E,” “B,” “CþD,” and “FþG” are in the same
equivalent class of repetition. (d) Per-frame mapping from “B” to “E” can be retrieved through the similar posture path segment.



Since there are encoding overheads for each clip, we merge
unique or repeated clips less than 200 ms with neighbor clips.
With the proposed clip extraction method, repeated clips
across the whole motion sequence can efficiently be retrieved.
Each frame in a repeated clip is then represented by a
reference frame index from the similar posture path and its
posture (coefficient) differences from the referred posture.
Assume a clip B is referred to clip A and their mapping
indices are RefB!A. The mathematical notation is

HvB
repðtÞ ¼ HvB

origðtÞ �HvA
pri ðRefB!AðtÞÞ; ð6Þ

where t is the time index; HvB
orig is the vth projected trajectory

of the original data in clip B; HvA
pri is the vth trajectory of

primary clip A; HvB
rep is the vth trajectory represented by

repeated clip B. Fig. 8 shows motions from a set of primary
and repeated clips.

5 CLIP APPROXIMATION

With the above processes, we utilize PCA on behavior
groups to grasp the joint correlations; the short to midterm
repetitions are extracted by RMA. In the following two
sections, we approximate the motion trajectories within clips
by curve fitting and quantization. Section 5.3 introduces how
we record and rectify high-frequency motion, especially the
ground contact, with an inverse kinematics (IK) approach.

5.1 Fitting Coefficient Trajectories

Human motions have high temporal coherence, a sequence
of projected coefficients (in primary and unique clips) or
coefficient differences (in repeated clips) can be regarded as
a curve. To keep efficiency and feature-aware sampling, we
fit these trajectories by Catmull-Rom splines. As a mod-
ification of Hermite spline, a Catmull-Rom spline passes
through all the control points and uses the vector between
preceding and following control points as the tangent
vector of a control point.

Given a trajectory H(t), the iterative curve fitting
procedure is:

1. Set initial control points in a fixed span.
2. Construct an approximate Catmull-Rom curve.
3. Find point pi with the largest approximate error.
4. If approximate error is larger than threshold, include

pi in the control point set P and go back to Step 3.

Fig. 9 shows an example of this curve fitting method.
Compared with least-square or fixed-span curve fitting, such
dynamically allocated control points preserve more abrupt
variations. We put initial control points every seven to nine
steps for 120 Hz motion data. During the later encoding, for
the regularly initialized control points, we only need to
record its value Hpi; on the other hand, we need to record
both the time index tpi and value Hpi for newly included
control points.

5.2 Adaptive Quantization of Projected Coefficients

In the above section, we have approximated PC-projected
coefficients by splines. For further compact storage, most
research performed quantization to turn floating-point
parameters to integer ones. For example, related articles
[3] utilized 16-bit uniform quantization to encode coeffi-
cients of clip-PCA.

However, using too small-step quantization will make
the later process, entropy coding, inefficient. For instance,
assume the range of a projected coefficient trajectory,
max(Hp)-min(Hp), is 3,000 millimeters (mm). Under 16-bit
quantization, the step is ðmaxðHpÞ �minðHpÞÞ=216 ffi
0:0458 mm. Thus, projected coefficients of 115 and
115.05 mm are distinct in frequency counting during
entropy or dictionary coding. In contrast, the error of
motion capture data due to noise, imperfect cleaning, etc.,
and the error of spline approximation can be far larger
than the quantization error.

Besides, PCA is designed to order the variances of
projected dimension from large to small. As an example in
Fig. 10, the ranges of projected coefficients mostly decrease
from major to minor PC axes. We can use fewer bits to
encode data with smaller ranges.

Hence, we propose using a more aggressive uniform
quantization strategy. According to the ranges and im-
portance, we use different quantization bits for coefficients
of different PC axes in a group. For the vth curve of clip u,
we record its minimum value as min(Hpuv); for each group,
we evaluate the curve ranges of PC axes as Rangev.
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Fig. 8. Examples of repeated clips and referred primary postures. Motion
with similar postures but difference speeds or orientations can be
extracted.

Fig. 9. Conceptual diagram of coefficient approximation by curve fitting.
The black dot curve represents a projected coefficient trajectory; the
approximate trajectory is shown in blue. (a) Initial control points are
placed in a fixed span. (b), (c) By setting the point with maximum error
as a new control point, the approximate trajectory can iteratively
approach the target one.



Therefore, the n-bit quantization step of vth axis is
Rangev=ð2nÞ. The quantized integer of Hpuvi becomes

~Hpuvi ¼
Hpuvi �minðHpuvÞ
� �

� 2n
Rangev

: ð7Þ

While adding half of quantization step during dequanti-
zation, the maximum quantization error becomes a half of
the quantization step; the expected error is a quarter of the
quantization step. Therefore, we can evaluate the required
bits according to the range and expected tolerable quantiza-
tion error

n ¼ dlogðRangev=EðerrqtÞÞ � 2e: ð8Þ

Our experiment shows that the expected error of the
uniform-sampled spline under 95 percent of major PCs is
around 2-3 cm per joint. We set our expected quantization
error to 0.6 cm for axes of repeated clips and 0.5 cm for axes
of primary clips to reduce the effects on ranges at repeated
clips. While scattering the accumulated errors at subspace
axes back to joints, they are relatively small. Instead of 16-bit
per coefficient, we can, therefore, encode a coefficient of
primary clips by only 5-11 bits and 3-7 bits for repeated clips
with comparable accuracy. The spare storage can be used to
increase the number of spline control points or increase the
number of major PC axes.

5.3 IK and Contact Trajectories

Using spline-based approximation at subspace cannot
always preserve extreme high-frequency motion, like
ground contact. In our system, we separately record such
contact trajectories for later rectification by IK.

The value y ¼ 0 may not always be the ground height in
different motion capture data. We cluster the y positions of
joints and take the mean value of the lowest cluster as the
floor height.

As a joint near the floor height, we start to record the
joint’s x, y, z positions until its y value leaves the range or
the contact point moves more than 2.5 cm between two
frames. As shown in Fig. 11, for the starting contact point,
we use 8-bit quantization to store its x, y, z differences
compared to our reconstructed joint positions, respectively;
for the following contact points, we use 4-bit quantization to

store the x, y, z differences compared to the preceding
points. Other identification method, e.g., learning system of
Ikemoto et al. [19], could also be used to retrieve contacts
besides the ground.

5.4 Details of Data Encoding

Except the minimum and maximum values of quantization,
most floating-point data can also be represented by integer
through adaptive quantization. We use 16-bit quantization
for mean postures in groups; use 8-bit and 6-bit for
min(Hpuv) in primary and repeated clips, respectively. For
elements of PC axes, whose range is around 0.5-0.6, we can
even use 12-bit quantization with only few errors.

Other time-varying data can also benefit from quantiza-
tion or their motion differences. Root orientation and
translations are encoded by 16-bit quantization of Catmull-
Rom spline control points. The posture reference indices in
repeated clips can also be encoded by four to five bits of
differences between B-spline control points. At last, we
utilize RAR compression for further lossless encoding, and it
can be replaced by other dictionary or entropy-based
compression. Since a byte is the minimum counting unit in
such methods, for an n-bit quantized value (n < 8), we still
use one byte space before lossless compression, but it gains
more compression due to highly frequent occurrence.

To avoid propagation of primary clip error to repeated
ones, we encode and approximate the primary motion first.
Coefficient differences of repeated clips are extracted
through the reconstructed coefficients instead of the
original ones at referred primary clips.

5.5 Decoding and Data Reconstruction

As shown in Fig. 5, the reconstruction process is more
straightforward and efficient in computation than the
compression process. The first step is to decompress RAR-
encoded data and dequantize the quantized values. Through
spline interpolation, we can reconstruct the whole sequences
of projected PC coefficients or coefficient differences.

For primary and unique clips, these coefficient trajectories
can directly be projected from PCA to the original space. For
repeated clips, the reconstructed trajectories are used to
compensate the differences from its referred primary coeffi-
cients before PCA reverse-projection. The decompressed root
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Fig. 10. Coefficient ranges of a hand-waving group in CMU motion data
15_04. Projected coefficient ranges usually decrease as the PC indices
increase.

Fig. 11. Encoding contact trajectories. As a new contact motion occurs,
we create a contact segment a. We store the difference between the
reconstructed point qa1 and the starting point pa1; for the following
contact points, we store the small motion difference pai � pai�1. As a
large contact motion occurs, we create a new segment b.



orientations and translation vectors are then applied to move
the skeleton from their aligned postures.

Due to lossy compression, there may be discontinuities in
joint motions at clip boundaries; we connect clips by motion
continuity method proposed in [3]. Besides, low-pass
filtering with a 60 ms-wide window is also applied to smooth
the possible discontinuity between group and clip bound-
aries. After transferring the reconstructed motion from
virtual marker sets to joint angles, we use jacobian-based IK
to rectify contact motion according to the contact trajectoris.

6 EXPERIMENTS AND DISCUSSION

In addition to the proposed method, we reproduce Arikan’s
method of clip-based PCA with IK [3]. Besides, authors of
PGA-IK compression also provide their reconstructed
motion data as listed in [13]. We carried out experiments
and user evaluations with three different data sets. These
experiments were performed on a desktop with 3.0 GHz
quad-core CPU and 3.25 GB memory. Currently, only RMA
and IK are implemented in multithreading without specific
performance optimizaiton.

6.1 Experiment

The first experiment compared the proposed method with
clip PCA method [3] for a motion capture data set with
31 joints in 120 fps. The BVH data set including sporting,
dancing, walking, and running motion, are transformed
from subject nos. 6, 15, 16, 17, 35, 94, and 135 of CMU
motion capture database [9]. Compression methods are
applied to data of each subject, respectively. Besides,
because the compared method used a fixed clip length,
we padded unfilled clips with their last postures.

The original data in 32-bit floating-point numbers are
about 130.9 MB. We set the clip length of clip PCA method as
200 ms and 95 percent of variances were covered by valid PC
axes. The proposed methods with 95 percent variance and

98 percent variance PC subspace were also performed. The
upper bound of control point amount per trajectory (PC axis)
in spline approximation was set identical to these methods.

As the result shown in Table 1, the proposed method
with 95 percent PC variance reaches a 108:1 compression
ratio with comparable accuracy. The spare space can be
used for more accurate PC space like PCA space of
98 percent variance.

The second experiment performed the comparison on a
motion data set with 18 joints at 30 fps. The captured data
are aimed at real-time application, such as 3D games. We
set the clip length of clip PCA method as 533 ms for balance
of accuracy and compression gains.

This is a challenging data set since fewer temporal
redundancy and joint correlations can be utilized. Besides, it
also includes several intense motions. As shown in Table 2,
the proposed feature-aware method is more accurate with
nearly three times of compression benefits than the
compared method.

In the third experiment, we compare the proposed
method (with major PCs of 95 percent variances), clip-
PCA method [3], with the reconstructed data of PGA-IK
[13]. The five original motion data are also from CMU
motion database. As the result in Table 3, PGA-IK method
get benefits from runtime optimization and can have
considerable compression gains for a slow walking motion
with smooth end-effector moves, like 17_08 data.

On the other hand, the proposed and clip-PCA method
finding the similar motion clips across motion data can
improve compression ratios as the motion length increases.
For the 15_04 data, our compression ratio can reach 114:1.
Besides, the encoding and decoding performance of these
two methods are adequate for real-time applications.

Furthermore, we compare the adaptive range and uniform
methods for coefficient quantization. The uniform method
evaluted the quantization steps according to the designated
bits and range of each group, respectively. Table 4 shows that
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TABLE 1
The Comparison of the Proposed Method with Clip-PCA Method for a 120-Hz Mocap Data Set

TABLE 2
The Comparison of the Proposed Method with Clip-PCA Method for a 30-Hz Mocap Data Set



using 16-bit quantization has barely gains in accuracy but

dramatically lowers the compression ratios. According to (7)

and (8), 9- and 7-bit uniform quantizations to primary and

repeated data fit our expected quantization error. In this case,

the compression ratios are closer to those of adaptive

methods. That is because the small magnitude data at minor

axes or repeated clips have high frequency of occurrence and

result in high effectiveness at entropy or dictionary coding,

but the adaptive method with trajectory-level min bases and

ranges still have superior ratios.

6.2 User Evaluation

To evaluate the perceptual effects by different compression

methods, we perform two data sets for user study, and each

of them has three topics: “defect counting,” “naturalness,”

and “faithfulness.”
In the “defect counting” and “naturalness,” a user had to

watch the original and all reconstructed motions in random
order without any prior information. She/he then reported
the numbers of apparent defects and scored the naturalness

(one is very poor; three is acceptable; five is very
satisfactory). In “faithfulness” topic, the original and the
reconstructed motion were played simultaneously. Users
were informed of the original motion and were asked to
score the degree of similarly from one to five points.

The first evaluation performed 11 motion clips of
20 second by the proposed and clip-PCA methods.
Twenty-one volunteers with graphics or animation-related
background participated in the test. These volunteers were
not informed of how these compression methods worked.
The result is shown in the first row of Table 5.

The second evaluation compared the whole motion
sequences by three methods, as listed in Table 3. Fourteen
volunteers participated in this test. The result is shown in
the second to sixth rows in Table 5.

Interestingly, due to imperfect cleaning, the original
motion capture data sometimes even have more defects and
get lower scores in “naturalness.” In contrast, those abrupt
tremble motions could usually be omitted by PCA or PGA
subspace projection.

6.3 Discussion

We discuss the advantages and weaknesses of these
methods according to our experiments.

6.3.1 PCA on Clips Fitted by Bezier Curves

This seminal work [3] proposed using virtual markers at
position domains to linearly encode joint angles by PCA.
The uncompressed dimension of a clip is 3 (x,y,z DOFs)
� 4 (Bezier control points) � 3 (virtual markers) � number_
of_joints. For a group with 95 percent PC variances, the
valid PC axes are more than two times of those by frame-
based PCA. The total amounts of projected coefficients,
contrarily, are nearly a half of those by frame-based PCA
with an identical control point sampling period. The
elements of clip-based PCA axes are more than 4 (Bezier
control points) � 2 (valid PC axes) times of that by frame-
based PCA. It is a serious overhead. As shown in Table 3,
for short motion clips, these overheads substantially lower
the compression ratios. Besides, since it takes uniform clip
lengths and least-square curve fitting, users reported that
this method, sometimes, cannot precisely follow abrupt
motions, especially at 30-Hz data sets. On the other hand,
due to its regularity, this method is of highest computation
performance in both encoding and decoding. The over-
head problem can alleviate as the group data increase.
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TABLE 3
The Comparison of the Proposed Method with Clip-PCA and

PGA-IK Methods for 120-Hz Mocap Clips

TABLE 4
The Comparison of Adaptive and Uniform Quantization for a

120-Hz Mocap Data Set



Clip-based PCA method is adequate for large motion
database or incremental compressions, where the PC axes
have been prestored or computed.

6.3.2 PGA-IK

Due to the temporal discontinuity penalty in its optimiza-
tion formula, this method has few discontinuous defects
and high naturalness scores in user study. It also has
considerable compression gains for simple or smooth
motion. However, with the motion getting complex, this
method without motion segmentation, needs more PGA
axes and control points for end-effector fitting. Besides, it
only records the end-effector motions. This method got
lower scores in faithfulness, especially at elbow and knee
angles. Moreover, from our experience, different solvers
with various parameters could result in different postures
by optimization.

The intensive computation makes PGA-IK inappropriate
for real-time systems with moderate computing ability.
Nevertheless, it can be a highly compact representation for
short motion clips or motion with plenty environment
contacts. It may easily be combined with other optimiza-
tion-based motion editing methods.

6.3.3 The Proposed Method

The proposed method used feature-aware clipping and
curve fitting. It got satisfactory results in faithfulness. We
use adaptive quantization and compact virtual markers with
frame-based PCA. The uncompressed dimension of a frame
is only 3 (x,y,z DOFs) � 2 (virtual markers) � number_of_
joints. The PC axes overheads are much fewer than the clip-
PCA method. In addition, the RMA can reduce the coefficient
ranges of a repeated clip about two to 16 times compared to
primary ones. The adaptive quantization can further reduce
the bit usages with few additional errors.

The weakness of the proposed method is that we use
external IK for contact motion. If the contact point is far
from the reconstructed point, the IK postures can be
dissimilar to the decompressed ones and result in dis-
continuity. We propagate the effects of IK postures about
30 ms to alleviate this situation.

Notwithstanding, we believe the proposed method is a
good balance of computation and compression efficiency. It
provides a substantial compression ratio for mid to large-size
data. It is also of high computational efficiency in encoding

and decompression and is adequate for large data sets or
short clips for real-time applications. Example motions of
these three methods are shown in Fig. 12. Please refer to the
demo video, which can be found on the Computer Society
Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/
10.1109/TVCG.2010.87, for further comparison.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, a novel motion representation and compres-
sion method is presented. We formulate and associate the
repetition matching with data encoding as an optimization
problem. A feasible algorithm, repeated motion analysis, is
proposed to efficiently find the mapping indices that can
maximize the compression gains with comparable accuracy.

With the feature-aware motion clipping and curve
fitting, the proposed method can grasp both intensive and
gradual motions. The proposed adaptive method finds the
appropriate quantization steps and can further compact the
data size.

We also performed experiments and user evaluation to
compare the proposed method with two state-of-the-art
methods. The results demonstrate that the proposed
method can simultaneously achieve a significant compres-
sion ratio and high computational efficiency.

The proposed system is also possibly extended to online
compression if we apply behavior grouping and RMA
between the new motion and existing data. Besides motion
compression, the clip segmentation, parameters, and refer-
ence indices extracted by RMA inherently provide adequate
notations for further progressive motion representation,
motion data classification, retrieval, or editing. We believe
the proposed repetition analysis, adaptive data fitting, and
quantization can also be applied to other applications like
multimedia or geometric model processing.
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TABLE 5
User Evaluation of the Original Motions and Reconstructed Motions of Three Methods
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Fig. 12. Comparison of the original motion and decompressed motions by three methods. The original motions are shown in orange; the proposed
results are shown in red; results of clip-based PCA [3] are shown in indigo; results of PGA-IK [13] are shown in black.
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